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yes. thats a huge part of the eileen character for me, its how she sees and interprets information
that is important. maybe its because i watched a lot of star trek at a young age, where the actors

were very good at reading lips, but in many cases its the actress who is best at this, or the directors,
or writers. in my case its the supernatural cast, because they are so good at making their

performances really believable. lynn: i like your theory, and i like that you are aware of the
importance of this in the show. it makes me wonder if in the future you might have some questions

about eileen's characterization that you might want to put to the writers. could be in the books, or in
the comic, or in the next season, or in a future season. if its important to you, and important to the

characters, maybe its time to give the writers a heads up, and ask if they can address it. eileen: its a
good point about how important it is to read lips. we have a couple of long scenes in this season with

the big bad. i felt that the actresses reading their lips were very important to getting the emotion
across. i think they knew that they were going to lose some of the emotion on this show, because we
are often in very far away places. i hope they understood this when they were writing it, but i think

its safe to say that it really helped. it makes the actors feel like they are truly part of the story. i liked
that you shot the clip of yourself when you guys go to the craft store. i think this is really interesting
because thats a world i havent yet seen. i think you guys were able to show that although you are

talking about supernatural you are still normal people and you are able to have normal
conversations. i love that they asked you to sign your name on the paper towel. thats something i

would have never expected.
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things that i did not see coming a year ago.
i think there's more of a mix and match of

characters and the direction i'm seeing
them go in is really fun for me to follow. i
can't lie, i was disappointed that sam got
into a fight with those nasty butt doctor

dudes. it felt like the fight scene was
written and shot and edited just so we

could hear how much sam was protecting
dean. i know i'm in a minority here, but i

really didnt care for it. dont get me wrong,
sams tough, and i love him, but he makes
a lot of bad decisions. of course, im happy
with the outcome, but it just felt like a big
waste of space on the show to me. now

about that angel: over the years the angels
have, to put it nicely, come out of the

woodwork a bit more than they have in the
past. but, even though i do like the idea of

them in the season, i dont like the way
they come off. over the years they have
come to be much more human-like, with

much more interaction with the
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winchesters. what is really starting to
annoy me about the angels lately is this

idea that they are so all powerful that they
can just decide to kick an angel out of the

heavens and de-locate himself or herself at
will. theres been a lot of little incidents of
that going on, but i think it shouldnt be an

option, and it really sends a bad message. i
am a little concerned that the writers are
not going to start looking at the opposite
ends of the spectrum, and possibly the

very definition of good and evil, and really
start exploring that. i cant wait for sam and

dean to really have this huge fight, but i
hope that they are still spending some time
on other stories, because they are so much

more interesting to me. and that demon
storyline is really interesting. i love that

monster! 5ec8ef588b
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